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Abstract
Objectives: Performance optimization is an ever end process. It requires continuous monitoring and special attention.
Widely known fact that 60% of the performance problems are direct result of the inefficient queries. Method of Analysis:
SQL Query is one of the most essential parts of application performance. Over the period, inefficient queries pull down
the performance in live applications gradually. To achieve better application performance, proper database design and
efficient query are needed. Most of the database systems provide expected performance in early stage and drastically
will come down, once the data volume is increased and database becomes large size. Findings: Real performances of
database systems can be assessed only during the applications are in live Database administrator and query developers
cannot make sure 100% performance issues during the database design and query writing. Lot of issues will come mostly
in post deployment in particular, when database has heavy transactions per day. There are multiple approaches available
in the market to provide the solution for database performance. But, none of the mechanism is available to find out the
performance bottleneck proactively. Also, solving performance issues is very painful and time-consuming. Improvement:
This paper proposes various novel approaches to identify the performance bottleneck upfront and demonstrates the
solution for the same.
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1. Introduction

Global providers like insurance, banking, finance, railway
system and others have massive number of transactions
on daily basis. All these transactions should be captured
in the database for further reference. Over the period, size
of these databases will get increased to MBs and GBs of
data. Most of the complex queries will give performance
issues, when they process enormous number of records.
SQL developers and database administrators should
possess special skills and techniques to improve the query
performance. Even for a powerful infrastructure, the
performance can be significantly degraded by inefficient
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queries3. The ideas and processes of this paper will help
to avoid these situations in future. Fortunately, it is not
needed to have a lot of SQL experience. Identifying these
bottle necks is not that difficult, if it is handled with a plan
and few secrets. This paper is focuses on a plan and few
secrets, and they are
• Describing protocols that can be used to find and
solve SQL performance issues.
• Details of specific techniques that can be used to discover the causes of SQL performance issues and solve
them.
Along the way, it can be understood that SQL server
commands can help to become self-sufficient5. The steps
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and approaches available in this paper are very similar,
and can be applied to other environment without any
major challenges.

2. Significance of Identifying
Performance Bottleneck
End users will get frustration, when the application has
performance issue3,4. During this time, there won’t be
any idea on where to begin. Identifying the performance
bottleneck proactively will increase the application
performance and save lot time and cost. The novel
approaches available in this paper will provide the
solutions for:
• The people who are facing the performance issue on
existing applications.
• When SQL statements take forever to run. Or worse,
they run for so long (sometimes hours).
• The people who are planning to increase their business transaction massively.
Before planning to increase the business transaction6,8,
it should be made sure on performance and scalability of
the existing application. Based on the volume of database,
present database transactions will forecast the application
performance and scalability for the future enhancement.
Proactively doing this way, the performance bottleneck
can be identified and existing SQL queries can be
tuned. As a result, lot of future issues can be avoided2
and also end users may be made happy. This proposed
unique approach will help the administrator to diagnose
problems, tune the server for optimal performance and
troubleshoot the SQL queries.

3. Experimental Configuration
To enable better performance, a good system
configuration and correct database software are needed.
System configuration depends on the system throughput,
system stability and user maintenance ability.

3.1 Software Configuration

For the experimental analysis, SQL server 2012 database
is used. It is widely used in all large scale industries and
data warehousing. In order to measure the performance
bottleneck, sample real time database, which has massive
number of transaction per day is used. The information
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analyzing is available as long as SQL Server is running.
Once SQL Server is stopped, all the information collected
will get lost. Statistics collected in this paper is based on
query plan cached data which are available in SQL Server.

3.2 System Configuration

All the tests are executed on a physical machine Intel(R)
Core™ i5 CPU @ 2.5 GHz Processer with 64 bit operating
system, hosted on a computer with Windows 7 Enterprise
with Service Pack 1 with a total of 4GB RAM. It is
important to notice that Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2
with 64 bit is used for the database.

4. Experimental Evaluation
The following sub section demonstrates how to start and
where to begin to identify the performance bottleneck.
The SQL server is tested using a mix of real time examples
to better understand the various approaches and how the
performance is affected internally by each complex and
inefficient queries. The different methodologies and the
benchmark of the query execution are measured in terms
of
• Most Expensive Queries.
• Most Frequently Executed Queries.
• Most I/Os per Executions.
• CPU and Memory Utilization and Availability.
By default, SQL Server will store all the information
related to query execution and database transactions in
internal system tables. SQL Server dynamic management
views14–16 will give almost all the details related to each
and every query execution. Dynamic Management Views
(DMVs) gives internal information about SQL Server
instance and database state and also they are useful for
performance monitoring and troubleshooting. SQL
Server system database (Master), holds all these schema
related information.

4.1 Most Expensive Queries

This section provides detailed information about what are
all the queries take more time to consume the CPUs and
what are all the most expensive queries available in the
database. CPU utilization has been calculated based on
the query completion in seconds.
The SQL statement provides all information needed
to find most expensive queries currently running, or
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recently executed where their execution plan is still in the
cache14,15. They can only show queries that are in the cache.
Hence, if there is an expensive query, that’s replaced in the
cache by a new one. The result set will not show it. For
experimental purpose, here only top 10 most expensive
queries are considered. This number can be changed to
any number based on the business requirement.
SELECT top 10
[Avg_CPU_Utilized_in_Seconds] =(total_worker_
time * 1.0 / qs.execution_count * 1.0)/1000000,
[CPU_Utilized_in_Seconds] = total_worker_time *
1.0/1000000,
[Execution count] = qs.execution_count,
[Individual
Query]
=SUBSTRING(qt.text,qs.
statement_start_offset/2,
(CASEWHEN qs.statement_end_offset =-1
T H E N L E N ( C ON V E RT ( N VA RC HA R ( M A X ) ,
qt.text))* 2
ELSE qs.statement_end_offset ENDqs.statement_start_offset)/2)
,[Parent Query] = qt.text
,[Last Execution Time] = qs.last_execution_time
FROMsys.dm_exec_query_stats qs
CROSSAPPLYsys.dm_exec_sql_text(qs.sql_handle)
as qt
WhereDB_NAME(qt.dbid)= ‘Employee’
ORDERBY [Avg_CPU_Utilized_in_Seconds] DESC;
Execution results of the above query have been
captured in Figure 1. From the below figure, the average
CPU utilized time, CPU utilized time, execution count,
query which involved, parent query or stored procedure
involved and query execution time are determined. Here,
average processor time has been calculated based on total

time the processor used to execute a query and is divided
by the number of query executions, i.e. total worker time/
execution count.
From the above figure:
• First record gives details of top most expensive query.
• This UPDATE query is executed three times and consumed CPU 21.303 seconds as an average.
• Column Individual Query gives the actual query text
involved in the execution.
• Column Parent Query gives the name of the database
objects (stored procedure, views and triggers) where
the actual SQL query exists.
• Last column gives the information of the date and
time of the actual query executed last.

4.2 Most Frequently Executed Queries

Identifying most frequently executed queries is one of the
most important factors while finding out the performance
bottleneck. This section provides detailed information
about most frequently executed queries. This doesn’t
indicate a slow query and will give the information of the
statement executed many times. Also, this includes query
execution plan as well. Query execution plan10,11 is very
useful for understanding the performance characteristics
of a query. It calculates in most efficient way to imple
ment the request represented by the T-SQL query that
has been submitted. Execution plan tell show a query is
executed and identifies the exact piece of SQL code that
causes the problem. When a SQL query takes a long time
to complete, execution plan will help to determine where
the tuning is required.
The below SQL statement provides the details
about most frequently executed and recent queries. The

Figure 1. Most expensive queries.
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returned result set contains a row for every statement in
the cached plan. For experimental purpose, here only top
10 most expensive queries are considered. This number
can be changed to any number based on the business
requirement.
SELECT TOP 10
[Execution count] = qs.execution_count,
[Individual Query] =SUBSTRING(qt.text,qs.
statement_start_offset/2,
(CASEWHEN qs.statement_end_offset =-1
T H E N L E N ( C ON V E RT ( N VA RC HA R ( M A X ) ,
qt.text))* 2
ELSE qs.statement_end_offset ENDqs.statement_start_offset)/2)
,[Parent Query] = qt.text
,deqp.query_plan
,[Last Execution Time] = qs.last_execution_time
FROMsys.dm_exec_query_stats qs
CROSSAPPLYsys.dm_exec_sql_text(qs.sql_handle)
as qt
CROSSAPPLY(SELECT*
FROMsys.dm_exec_query_plan(qs.plan_handle))
deqp
WhereDB_NAME(qt.dbid)=’Employee’
ORDERBY [Execution count] DESC;

•
•

Fourth column gives the detailed information about
query execution plan.
Last column gives the information of the date and
time of the actual query executed last.

4.3 Most Input/Output (I/O) per Executions

Identifying most I/O queries is also one of the most
important factors finding out the performance bottleneck.
The performance of applications is inherently limited by
disk input/output (I/O). Often, CPU activity must be
suspended, while I/O activity completes. SQL query has
to be designed so that the performance is not limited by
I/O. By looking at instance and identifying the databases6,7
that are using the bulk of the I/Os will help to identify
where to focus the tuning effort. By drilling into the high
I/O databases and finding the specific T-SQL statements
that consume large amounts of I/Os, those problem
queries can be quickly identified. By reducing I/O on big
I/O consuming queries and databases, it can be helped to
tune-up the proposed server from an I/O perspective.
There is a single application using a single database, or
multiple applications running against multiple databases
on the same instance. However, for multiple databases
running on an instance, it must be determined that how

Figure 2. Most frequently executed queries.

Results of the above query execution have been
captured in the Figure 2. From the below figure, execution
count, actual query which involved on maximum times,
parent query or stored procedure involved and query
execution time will be made sure.
From the above figure:
• First column gives the count about number of times a
query has executed.
• Columns second and third give the actual query text
involved and parent database object (stored procedure, views and triggers) where the actual query exists
respectively.
4
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much I/O each database is generating. Based on this,
count will decide which database and queries are using
most of the I/Os. The SQL statements below will help to
return the I/O statistics associated with the DATA and
LOG files for all databases on an instance.
Table 1. Most I/O usages database
Database Name
Employee
Temp db
Payroll
Enterprise Directory
Ms db

Total I/Os
187000
114843
9726
2307
1846
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SELECTTOP
5
DB_NAME(database_id)AS
[Database Name]
,SUM(num_of_reads + num_of_writes)AS [Total I/
Os]
FROMsys.dm_io_virtual_file_stats(NULL,NULL)
GROUPBY database_id
ORDERBYSUM(num_of_reads + num_of_writes)
DESC
For experimental purpose, here only top 5 most
I/O usages databases are considered. This number
can be changed to any number based on the business
requirement. The Table 1 depicts the results of the above
query. The Table 1 also gives the high level idea of from
where further investigation can be started. It means
which database has highly used I/O. Further, analysis can
be started based on the particular database.
Now, it is known that which database is issuing the
bulk of the I/O operations. Then, the next step is to identify
which T-SQL statements within that database are issuing
majority of I/Os. Eventually, this will help to fine-tune a
few queries to reduce the database I/Os considerably. The
T-SQL statement that identifies the 10 most expensive
T-SQL statements from an I/O perspective that are
executed from the “master” database are given below:
SELECTTOP 10
(total_logical_reads + total_logical_writes +total_
physical_reads )/
execution_count [Average IOs],
(total_logical_reads/execution_count)AS
avg_
logical_reads,
(total_logical_writes/execution_count)AS
avg_
logical_writes,
(total_physical_reads/execution_count)AS
avg_
phys_reads,
(SELECTSUBSTRING(text, statement_start_offset/2 + 1,
(CASEWHEN statement_end_offset =-1

THENLEN(CONVERT(nvarchar(MAX),text))* 2
ELSE statement_end_offset
END- statement_start_offset)/2)
FROMsys.dm_exec_sql_text(sql_handle))AS query_
text
FROMsys.dm_exec_query_stats
ORDERBY [Average IOs] DESC;
The above SQL statement displays a number of
different statistics associated with the master database.
The results of the above statement show statistics order
by the statement that performs the most I/Os on average.
From the above Figure 3:
• First column “Average IOs” has been calculated based
on dividing the value of execution count with sum of
“total logical reads, logical writes and physical reads”.
• Next, three columns give the details about total logical reads, total logical writes and total physical reads.
• Fifth column gives the count about number of times a
query has been executed.
• Last column gives the actual query text involved in
I/O operation.

4.4 CPU and Memory Utilization and
Availability

CPU and memory utilization are the most important
factors in performance bottleneck1,2. Each system has
some maximum capacity to process the SQL server
request simultaneously. When SQL server sends the
request constantly beyond the server maximum capacity,
server may use 100% CPU or memory and automatically
server virtual memory will get filled. Then, the server
will have to restart its SQL server instance periodically.
During this critical situation, the CPU and memory
utilization have to be monitored periodically to identify
which query or store procedure causes the issue. For
example, assume current SQL server can process 100-

Figure 3. Most I/O usages queries.
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150 queries per second, if the amount even 1 higher than
the expected is set, it may cause the issue either in CPU
or memory. Though, the increasing capacity of CPU or
memory will not help much.
High CPU utilization can be masking a number of
other application or hardware bottlenecks too. Once it
is identified with high CPU utilization, despite other
counters looking healthy, it can be started looking for
the cause within the system. In2,3 high level, there are
two paths to identify CPU performance problems. The
first is reviewing the performance of system hardware
and second one is reviewing the server’s query efficiency.
Second path is usually more effective in identifying SQL
Server performance issues. Unless it is known exactly
where the query performance issues lie, however, it should
be always started with a system performance evaluation.
Knowing where to look for trouble is important, but
more crucial is identifying why the system reacts the way
that it does to a particular request. A number of factors can
affect CPU utilization on a database server: compilation
and recompilation of SQL statements, missing indexes,
multithreaded operations, disk bottlenecks, memory
bottlenecks, routine maintenance, extract, transform,
and load (ETL) activity, among others. The key to healthy
CPU utilization is making sure that the CPU is spending
its time processing what it is wanted to process and not
wasting cycles on poorly optimized code or sluggish
hardware.
The below SQL statement will help to determine
where to look when the first path is headed down.
DECLARE
@memory_usage FLOAT= 0.0
, @tot_memory DECIMAL(19,2)= 0.0
, @available_memory DECIMAL(19,2)= 0.0

, @Usage_memory DECIMAL(19,2)= 0.0
, @cpu_usage FLOAT= 0.0
, @CPU_Utilization VARCHAR(100)= 0.0
, @COUNT INT=1
SET @tot_memory =(SELECT
(CAST(total_
physical_memory_kb ASDECIMAL(22,3))/1024)/1024
FROMsys.dm_os_sys_memory)
SET @available_memory =(SELECT (CAST(available_
physical_memory_kb ASDECIMAL(22,3))/1024)/1024
FROMsys.dm_os_sys_memory)
SET @Usage_memory = @tot_memory - @available_
memory
SET @memory_usage =(SELECT (100 -( available_
physical_memory_kb /( total_physical_memory_kb * 1.0
))* 100 ) memory_usage
FROMsys.dm_os_sys_memory)
SET @CPU_Utilization =
(SELECTtop 1
(CONVERT(varchar(30),record_time,21)+’,’+CO
NVERT(varchar(20),SQLProcessUtilization)+’,’+CON
VERT(varchar(20),SystemIdle)+’,’+CONVERT(varch
ar(20),(100 - SystemIdle - SQLProcessUtilization)))AS
CPUUtilization
FROM (
SELECT
record.value(‘(./Record/@id)[1]’,’int’)AS record_id,
record.value(‘(./Record/SchedulerMonitorEvent/
SystemHealth/SystemIdle)[1]’,’int’)AS SystemIdle,
record.value(‘(./Record/SchedulerMonitorEvent/

Figure 4. CPU and memory utilization and availability.
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Sy s t e m He a l t h / P ro c e s s Ut i l i z at i o n ) [ 1 ] ’,’ i nt’ ) A S
SQLProcessUtilization,
record_time
FROM (
select
dateadd(ms, r.[timestamp] -sys.ms_ticks,getdate())as
record_time,
cast(r.record asxml) record
fromsys.dm_os_ring_buffers r
crossjoinsys.dm_os_sys_infosys
where
ring_buffer_type=’RING_BUFFER_SCHEDULER_
MONITOR’
AND
record LIKE’%<SystemHealth>%’
)AS x
)AS y )
The results of the above query execution have been
captured in the Figure 4. This SQL statement can be
scheduled and these results can be stored into some
physical table for future analysis. Doing this way, CPU
and memory status will be captured on every millisecond
and will make sure either CPU or memory is reaching
maximum level, root cause of the actual issue and what
time the server is undergoing performance issue.
From the above results, complete information about
CPU and memory usage availability will be obtained.
From the above Figure 4, it can be noted that
• Column “Event Time” gives the actual timing of the
event occurs.
• Immediate next columns “Total Memory GB, Usage
Memory GB, Available Memory GB, Memory Usage” give the detailed information about total system
memory, memory used by all the process, memory availability and memory usage, respectively. First
three columns results are measured by GB and last
column is measured by percentage.
• Next three columns “CPU Other Process Utilization,
CPU SQL Process Utilization, CPU Idle” give the
complete details about CPU utilized by other process,
CPU utilized by SQL server process and current CPU
availability, respectively.

5. Conclusion
This paper gives a clear, concise, and actionable plan and
that can be used to tame the wildest of SQL problems.
With these techniques provided in this paper, along with
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practice and research, optimizing SQL performance is
an attainable execution plan. Extensive experiments are
conducted to estimate and enhance the performance of
the proposed approaches. The approaches presented here
can be customized according to the business situation
and SQL performance problems can be fixed that have
plagued for weeks/while.
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